Republic of Buryatia, Ulan-Ude, Borsoeva street 19 B
Phone: +7 3012 200 300, e-mail: restaurant@mergenbator.ru

About the restaurant “MERGEN” loyalty programme
Discount programme is an accumulation discount card for our devoted visitors, lovers of elegant cuisine of
“Mergen” restaurant. The more often you visit the higher discount you have! The discount card is also your
brand identity – fill in the form where you can indicate your preferences and we will definitely take them
into account when you visit us again.
What kind of a discount can I get?
The discount programme of the “Mergen” restaurant provides 4 categories of discounts:
5% - after single visit of the restaurant at a cost of 3 000 rubles per person, 10 000 under a group service
or if you purchase the card.
7% - after accumulation of the sum of 50 000 rubles.
10% - after accumulation of the sum of 100 000 rubles.
15% - after accumulation of the sum of 200 000 rubles.
Can I start participation in the programme with a lower sum?
Yes, you can, but you need to buy a card with a starting 5% discount. The price of the card is 2 000 rubles.
You can purchase it at the restaurant hall.
What does the discount cover?
Discount covers the whole menu including alcohol drinks. At a group service discount is valid for a company
of 15 persons.
Can I give my card to somebody else?
Unfortunately, it is impossible. The card is individual and contains personal data of its owner. The card will
not be accepted in its owner’s absence.
Can I buy a card for another person?
Sure! Give the card to your family members, friends, colleagues! Everything you need is to fill in the form for
a person you want to give this card. Apply to a hostess.

